CONTEXT: As part of the Mapping
Green Dublin Project, one strand was
to carry out ‘go-along’ research using
the River Camac as a linear site of
encounter. Attendees at the event
included both local and research
stake-holders. This short graphic
reflects some the findings of that ‘goalong’ on August 18th, 2020.

CAMAC GO-ALONG: a walking encounter in
blue space

METHODS/MATERIALS:
The event was recorded in a
number of ways using photos,
sound and spatial video. A number
of stops were planned, though
others emerged as we moved
through
the
space.
Those
contingent encounters were an
important part of the story
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EVENT FINDINGS:
In one short half-day
walk, the power of an
in-situ
encounter
provided rich material.
Capturing shared local
knowledge,
on
planning,
culture,
identity,
restorative
initiatives and even
some place anger, were
part of that method and
helped
establish
a
collective voice on the
need for enhanced
place care and new
ways to recognise the
value of open spaces in
cities.

THEME: FLOWS
As the walk moved along
the route from east to
west, flows of various
forms emerged as key
themes: the flow of the
river itself; both blocked
and free; the flow of the
walk and the participants
response to the river; a
flow of history through
the material places and
spaces; a sense of
‘stiflement’ in that flow;
and a capacity to rebuild
the flow in creative ways.
MID POINT
THEME: VOICES
All through the walk a sense of voice – echoing between people and place – was also sensed. Voices included
the embodied responses of the participants to the place; the her- and his-stories of river, mill and park; the
traces of older voices heard through the stones and din of traffic; the local voices heard and spoken back to;
elements of control and neglect, but also optimism and new lines of intimate sensings and the potential to
create enabling spaces and immersive responses to and with the river.

